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WITH SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
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Financial Services Company Sees 187% Increase in Web Traffic
from SEO
THE PROBLEM
Financial Consulate, a financial services firm, knew their potential customers were searching
for their services online but were losing business to their competitors without a presence
on the first page of Google search results. They needed to gain visibility and increase traffic.
They came to SwiftPropel for the answer.

THE SOLUTION
Our first order of business was to put tracked lines and URLs on every marketing strategy to
discover which search keywords led to the most qualified leads and sales. Our advanced
tracking services allowed us to isolate the highest performing ones and turn up the dial on
optimizing their website for those terms. After initial analysis, we discovered they were only
ranking for 33 out of 420 of their most important financial services keywords. We then finetuned existing website content while aggressively building out new content specifically
targeting those keywords.
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Financial Services Company Sees 187% Increase in Web Traffic
from SEO
THE RESULT

When we began, Financial Consulate only had 33 of their top keywords ranked on Google’s
page one. With SEO from SwiftPropel, this financial services company was able to increase
their number of first-page-ranked keywords from 33 to 239—an increase of 624%. As a result,
they drove more qualified visitors to their website. Over 12 months, website traffic from search
engines increased by 187%. They now dominate the first page of Google for their most
important financial services keywords, and have seen it pay off in more leads and new clients.
As a result, they’ve set even more aggressive growth goals for the next year!

ABOUT SWIFTPROPEL
Learn more about how we can help you create a highly effective online presence, accurately
track your advertising results, and use content marketing, search engine optimization (SEO), pay
per click (PPC), web design, and conversion rate optimization to get more leads and sales for
your business from the web.
Founded in 2014, SwiftPropel is a data-driven online marketing company that helps businesses
increase leads and sales, optimize marketing costs, and differentiate their brands in the
marketplace using online marketing strategies such as website design and development, pay per
click (PPC) advertising, search engine optimization (SEO), video, email and social media
marketing, ad tracking, conversion rate optimization, and more.
Call us today at: +91-8010-046-046 or share your marketing goals here
www.swiftpropel.com/contact

